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The atomic layer deposition (ALD) has outstanding properties such as conformity,

uniformity, and Å-precise thickness control on complex shaped substrates. Due to

these unique properties, the ALD has become a key coating technology in the

semiconductor industry and gaining more interests in other technology areas.

Especially the plasma driven ALD is becoming more and more popular for functional

coatings in the life-science or consumer environment. In particular, new approaches in

transparent sensor and actor electrode arrays in biomedical applications and

biosciences e.g. in the new fields of optogenetics and electroceuticals, are a perfect

playground for the PA-ALD technology to establish transparent electronics. For this

application, a precise and thin catalyst layer (metallic and none-metallic) is deposited

by means of ALD to initiate the growth of ultrathin carbon films, which emerges as a

promising component of transparent biocompatible electrode nano-composite

material. Further applications are in the encapsulation of polymeric substrates in

microsystems technology, and in the coating for functional surfaces film deposition on

life science disposables, e.g. polymerase chain reaction plates (PCR) for DNA

sequencing. These application areas of plasma driven ALD will be addressed in the

talk. The aforementioned demands are addressed by plasma driven ALD tools,

developed by the Plasma Electronic GmbH. The ALD tools can be separated in a

radical enhanced, a plasma enhanced (my-plas ALD system) and an inductively

assisted deposition system (ALD 3D). With the plasma driven ALD, new previously

inaccessible precursors can be applied, and temperature-sensitive substrates can be

handled. The new ALD 3D system is enabling a three dimensional coating for

complex structured parts, which is in particular not feasible with conventional ALD

reactor systems, will be explained in detail.
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